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Abstract

We investigate how board expertise affects executive incentives and firm value in a

project investment setting. To increase the probability of project success, the CEO

engages in a sequence of tasks: first acquiring information to evaluate a potential

project, then reporting his assessment of the project to the board, and finally imple-

menting the project if invested. We show that the CEO will get a higher compensation

if the board and the CEO agrees. Such a compensation arrangement is purely an out-

come of optimal contracting, even though the managerial power view may interpret

it as evidence that more powerful CEOs get more pay. In addition, board expertise in

evaluating the project helps motivate the CEO to acquire information, but may hurt

the CEO’s incentives to properly implement the project. Consequently, higher board

expertise can improve or hurt firm value. We also show that when board expertise is

high enough, the CEO has incentives to underreport his assessment of the project to

the board.



1 Introduction

There has been a long debate on executive compensation in both academia and

the public arena. One side is the “optimal contracting” view, which argues that

executives’ contracts are chosen optimally by the board to maximize shareholder

value. The other side is the “managerial power” view (Bebchuk, Fried, and Walker

[2002], Bebchuk and Fried [2004]), which claims that the traditional agency models

are inconsistent with current compensation practice: because boards of directors at

public companies are beholden to the firms’ top executives, executives’ contracts are

effectively chosen by executives themselves to maximize their own rents. Though

challenged by some leading researchers (e.g., Murphy [2003], Holmstrom and Ka-

plan [2003], Holmstrom [2005], Core, Guay and Thomas [2005], among others),1 the

managerial power perspective has been taken very seriously by both scholars and

policymakers, and led to major regulatory changes. For example, the SEC mandated

increased disclosure of compensation in 2006, and say-on-pay legislation was passed

as part of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010.

One central piece of evidence supporting the managerial power view is that man-

agers with more power over boards will get more pay. In this paper, we study the

interaction between the board and the CEO in a principal-agent model and show

that the same prediction can also be generated through optimal contracting. To

best separate from the managerial power hypothesis, in our model, the board is as-

1For example, Murphy [2003] argues that the escalation in executive pay during the 1990s coin-

cided with increasingly independent boards; this evidence is inconsistent with the managerial power

hypothesis. Holmstrom [2005] argues that the managerial power hypothesis cannot explain why did

the problems with executive pay arise in the 1990s but not earlier, thereby failing the timing test.

Moreover, it seems that executive pay patterns in closely held companies like family firms do not

significantly deviate from those in widely held companies, hence the managerial power hypothesis

also fails the comparative institutional test. Core, Guay and Thomas [2005] argue that “in many

settings where managerial power exists, observed contracts anticipate and try to minimize its costs

and therefore may in fact be optimal. The optimal contract and managerial power perspectives are

not competing explanations of executive pay.”
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sumed to maximize shareholder value. That is, the contracting between the board

and the CEO is completely “arm’s-length”, using the terminology in Bebchuk and

Fried [2004].

Specifically, we model a project investment setting in which the CEO engages in

a sequence of tasks in order to increase the probability of a project success: first

acquiring information to evaluate a potential project, then reporting his assessment

of the project to the board to seek approval, and finally implementing the project

(if invested). The board is not involved with the day-to-day operations of the firm,

but can use its (industry, financial or legal) expertise to further evaluate the project’s

profitability. Based on the available information (which includes both the CEO’s

report and the board’s own incremental assessment), the board makes the investment

decision. Then the board’s attention shifts to motivating the CEO’s implementation

task.2

We show that the board’s expertise in evaluating the project helps motivate the

CEO to evaluate the project. As both the CEO and the board conduct analysis

about the same project, their assessments are inherently positively correlated, and

the more carefully the CEO evaluates the project, the stronger is the correlation.

Exploiting this, the board will optimally pay the CEO a higher compensation if the

two parties have similar assessment about the project, simply because such agreement

is indicative of high evaluation effort by the CEO. Such a compensation arrangement

is purely an outcome of optimal contracting, even though the managerial power view

may interpret it as evidence that more powerful CEOs get more pay, because board

agreeing with CEO is often interpreted as weak boards rubber-stamping powerful

CEOs’ proposals.

This result also provides a positive perspective on the observed high frequency

of board agreement with the CEO (Schwartz-Ziv and Weisbach [2013]). Instead of

implying boards rubber-stamping the CEOs’ proposal most of the time, the high

2In practice, boards usually assess CEOs’ compensation arrangement at least annually to ensure

the current incentive plan provides optimal motivation.
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frequency of board agreement with the CEO could indicate that the board members

possess highly relevant expertise and the CEO carefully evaluates the project.

In the event that the CEO and the board’s assessments disagree, the investment

decision ultimately depends on the one with a (significantly) higher precision.3 There-

fore, the board will overrule the CEO’s opinion if its relevant expertise is very high.

Anticipating that his unfavorable report may still lead to investment, the CEO has

incentives to underreport the project quality. By doing so he can guide down the

board’s perceived project quality and extract a higher bonus for implementing the

project. On the other hand, if the board expertise is not that high such that a unfa-

vorable CEO report definitely leads to no investment, the CEO has no incentives to

underreport his information.

How does board expertise affect the CEO’s effort incentives? Recall that the CEO

needs to provide two types of effort: evaluating and implementing the project. For

the evaluation incentives, board with more relevant expertise is better capable of in-

ferring whether the CEO has carefully evaluated the project, thus providing stronger

incentives for the CEO to evaluate the project. For the CEO’s implementation in-

centives, it will depend on whether the board expertise is high enough to influence

the investment decision. If board expertise is too low to influence the investment

decision, higher board expertise will on average hurt the CEO’s incentives to imple-

ment the project. The reason is that, in this case the board’s information does not

affect the average (invested) project quality, but only makes the board’s perceived

project quality and thereby the CEO’s compensation more volatile. Higher board

expertise increases such compensation volatility, and therefore hurts the risk-averse

CEO’s incentives to implement the project.4 If, on the other hand, board expertise is

3If the two parties’ precision is similar yet the assessments are contradictory, the project will be

abandoned.
4An important assumption here is that the board has limited commitment power and will use

its signal in CEO contracting in a sequentially rational manner. Just as in Arya, Glover, and

Sivaramakrishnan[1997] and Arya. et. al [2000], which show a coarser information system can

serve as a substitute for commitment, we show that lower board expertise can help reduce the
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high enough to fully determine the investment decision, higher board expertise will

improve the CEO’s incentives to implement the project, because higher board exper-

tise guides the investment towards more profitable projects for which the marginal

benefit of the CEO’s implementation effort is high.

Finally, we find board expertise may not always increase firm value. Specifically,

if board expertise is not high enough to influence the investment decisions, the impact

of board expertise on firm value is mainly through its impact on the CEO’s incentives.

Even if board expertise increases the CEO’s incentives to evaluate the project, it hurts

the CEO’s incentives to implement the project (for low board expertise). Therefore,

we predict for firms in mature industries that require relatively easier first-stage

investigation but costly second-stage implementation, board expertise will decrease

firm value.

Related Literature Our paper adds to the debate of managerial power ver-

sus optimal contracting view regarding CEO compensation. One side is the optimal

contracting view. For example, Bushman and Indjejikian [1993], Indjejikian [1999],

Dutta and Reichelstein [2005], among others, study the performance evaluation and

compensation design from an agency perspective. The other side is the managerial

power view (e.g.,Bebchuk and Fried [2004]), which argues that the board are cap-

tured by the managers to extract rent from shareholders. Many papers (Drymiotes

[2007], Kumar and Sivaramakrishnan [2008], Laux [2008], and Laux and Mittendorf

[2011]) challenge the managerial power view by arguing that even though dependent

board may facilitate rent extracting by the managers, it could benefit the share-

holders through other channels. For example, Drymiotes [2007] and Kumar and

Sivaramakrishnan [2008] show that greater board dependence may lead to greater

board monitoring incentives. Laux [2008] demonstrates that board dependence can

serve as a commitment device and curb excessive CEO turnover. Our paper adopts

a different approach to challenge the managerial power view. We show that some of

the empirical findings often interpreted as managerial power are also consistent with

compensation cost.
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the optimal contracting view. For example, our model predicts that the CEO will

get a higher compensation if the board and the CEO agrees. Such a compensation

arrangement is purely an outcome of optimal contracting, even though it may be

interpreted by the managerial power view as evidence that more powerful CEOs get

more pay.

Our paper also adds to the fast-growing literature studying the effect of board

expertise on firm value. Many empirical studies (e.g., Masulis et al. [2012], Faleye,

Hoitash, and Hoitash [2014], Wang, Xie and Zhu [2015], and Guner, Malmendier and

Tate [2008]) have examined this issue and provided mixed evidence. However the

theoretical analysis so far is scarce. Levit [2012] demonstrates that board expertise

may reduce firm value because board expertise reduces the CEO’s information acqui-

sition effort. This is in similar spirit as Aghion and Tirole [1997] which shows that

the precision of the board will hurt the CEO’s incentives to collect information. In

their incomplete contract setting, the board and the CEO have different preferences

regarding investment. When the board has the “formal” authority over investment,

board possessing information will reduce the chances that the CEO exercises the

“real” authority (or “effective” control), hence reducing the CEO’s incentives to ac-

quire information. Our paper also shows that board expertise may decrease firm

value, but through a completely different mechanism. In fact, we show that board

expertise increases the CEO’s information acquisition effort, because board holding

more relevant expertise is more capable of inferring the CEO’s evaluation effort, thus

providing stronger incentives for the CEO to become informed.

In terms of model setup, our paper is closely related to the sequential task models

studied in Arya, Glover and Radhakrishnan [2006] and Laux [2006]. Arya, Glover and

Radhakrishnan [2006] study a situation where a team is used to come up with project

ideas, with individuals subsequently implementing various components of the project.

Laux [2006] studies a setting in which an agent must be motivated to work on two

tasks: evaluating a potential project and, if the project is adopted, implementing it.

Our paper introduces additional information (about the project) held by the principal
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and considers contract renegotiation at the interim stage. In addition, the evaluation

task studied in our paper is similar to Lambert [1986] and Balakrishnan [1991] which

examine information acquisition activities before investment decisions.

There is also a large body of work examining the board’s monitoring and/or ad-

vising roles, e.g., Adams and Ferreira [2007], Baldenius, Melumad and Meng [2014],

Drymiotes and Sivaramakrishnan [2012], Harris and Raviv [2008], Kumar and Sivara-

makrishnan [2008], Raheja [2005], Song and Thakor [2006], Tian [2014] etc. Our

paper shows an additional role played by the board’s advising activities: its infor-

mation serves an incentive role in motivating the CEO to acquire information. This

result is related to Drymiotes and Sivaramakrishnan [2012]’s finding that the board’s

consulting role may have a positive externality on the CEO’s performance evaluation

by improving the informativeness of the short-term performance report about the

CEO’s productive effort.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out the model. Section

3 describes the board’s optimization problem. Section 4 characterizes the CEO’s op-

timal contract. Section 5 examines the effects of board expertise. Section 6 considers

alternative information structure and shows the robustness of the results. Section 7

concludes.

2 Model Setup

We consider the interaction between a board of directors and a CEO, where the

CEO is to be motivated to: (1) evaluate a potential project, (2) truthfully report his

assessment of the project to the board,and (3) if the project is adopted, implement

the project. The board of directors designs the CEO’s compensation contract upfront

and actively influences the firm’s course of actions in the following sense: (a) the

board uses its expertise to further evaluate the project; (b) it makes the investment

decision;5 (c) it renegotiates the compensation contract with the CEO.

5In this complete contract setting, it does not matter who, the CEO or the board, has the formal

authority to make the investment decision. The reason is that even if the CEO has the authority
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The CEO’s (first-stage) evaluation effort a1 and (second-stage) implementation

effort a2 are binary: a1 ∈ {0, 1} and a2 ∈ {0, 1}. The cost of at = 0 is normalized to

zero, and the cost of at = 1 is kt > 0, where t = 1, 2. If the project is adopted, the

project returns a cash flow x depending on the realized project quality θ ∈ {0, 1},

the CEO’s implementation effort a2 and the exogenous size of the project X:

x = θ · a2 ·X.

That is, the project is a success only if the project is of good quality θ = 1 and the

CEO has exerted effort to implement it. If the project is rejected, the firm’s cash

flow is 0 and the CEO receives a wage as specified in the contract, ending the game.

The project quality θ is either bad (θ = 0) or good (θ = 1), with ex-ante proba-

bility of θ = 1 being 1/2. The CEO can expend effort a1 to gather information about

the project. If the CEO exerts evaluation effort, he receives an informative signal

s ∈ {G,B} with precision 0.5 + i about the project quality, where i ∈ (0, 0.5). If the

CEO does not exert evaluation effort, the signal s is pure noise.

Pr[s = G|θ = 1] = Pr[s = B|θ = 0] = 0.5 + i · a1.

After the CEO privately receives the signal, he submits a report ŝ about s to the

board.

Based on the CEO’s report, the board uses its expertise to conduct further anal-

yses and generates an additional signal m ∈ {H,L} about the project quality. The

informativeness of the board’s signal m depends on the board’s expertise iB ∈ (0, 0.5),

whether the CEO has truthfully reported his signal, and the CEO’s evaluation effort:

Pr[m = H|θ = 1, s, ŝ] = Pr[m = L|θ = 0, s, ŝ] = 0.5 + iB · 1ŝ=s · a1, (Info−Main)

where 1ŝ=s is an indicator function that takes the value of 1 if ŝ = s. This informa-

tion structure aims to capture an important feature of the board’s project evaluation:

the quality of the board’s project evaluation depends on the quality of the CEO’s

to make the investment decision, it is the board who designs the contract to induce the decision it

wants.
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report, as the board is less familiar with the firm’s operation than the CEO (Adams

and Ferreira [2007]). Only if the CEO has taken evaluation effort to collect relevant

information and truthfully disclosed those findings in his report, the board’s addi-

tional signal m is informative. In addition, directors holding more relevant expertise

(higher iB) are able to provide more precise project evaluation.

It is worth mentioning that our main results are robust to the information struc-

ture. For example, if the quality of the board’s signal m is entirely independent of

the CEO’s report, i.e.,

Pr[m = H|θ = 1, s, ŝ] = Pr[m = L|θ = 0, s, ŝ] = 0.5 + iB, (Info− Alt)

similar results will hold. The reason is: given that both the CEO and the board are

discovering information about the same project, the two parties’ signals are inherently

correlated. The CEO’s evaluation effort increases the precision of his own signal,

which in turn increases the correlation between the two parties’ signals. This feature

holds for the alternative information structure. As we show below, it is this increased

correlation that is used to incentivize the CEO to take the evaluation effort.

The board then makes the investment decision based on the CEO’s report and

its own assessment. The project, if invested, requires an up-front cost I > 0. We

assume that, ignoring the implementation cost k2, the investment threshold (i.e., the

posterior probability of θ = 1 which leads to investment ) is 0.5, or equivalently,

0.5X − I = 0. Taking into consideration that the project has to be implemented at

some cost to produce any cash flow, the final investment threshold will be strictly

higher than 0.5.

The board aims to maximize the investment profit less compensation cost:

V = (x− I)d− w, (1)

where d ∈ {0, 1} represents the investment decision and w represents the CEO’s wage.

The CEO has CARA utility −e−r(·) with multiplicative cost, where r is the CEO’s

risk aversion:

UCEO = −e−r(w−a1k1−a2k2) = er(a1k1+a2k2)(−e−rw).
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The CEO’s reservation utility is −e0 = −1.
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Figure 1: Timeline

The sequence of events is described in Figure 1. We assume that the size of the

project X is large enough so that the board always wants to induce the CEO to exert

both efforts.

3 Analysis

We solve the game by backward induction. First, we examine the contract renegoti-

ation at Date 6. Then we study the board’s investment decision at Date 5. Finally

we describe the board’s optimization problem at Date 1.

3.1 Contract Renegotiation at Date 6

After the investment is made, the board’s objective shifts to ensuring that the invested

project is implemented efficiently. At this moment (Date 6), the board can offer a

revised contract to the CEO which keeps the CEO no worse off but is beneficial for

the board. Note that renegotiation happens only when the investment is undertaken.

The CEO’s compensation contract can be written as (Wŝm,W ŝm), depending on

the CEO’s report ŝ, the board’s signal m, and the final project outcome x.6 If the final

project outcome is zero, i.e. x = 0 (either due to project failure or no investment),

6Note that the investment decision is fully determined by the CEO’s report ŝ and the board’s

signal m. That is, the investment decision itself does not provide additional information value and

hence is omitted in the CEO’s compensation contract.
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the CEO receives Wŝm for any (ŝ, m). If the outcome is a success (x = X), the CEO

receives W ŝm.7 The corresponding utility terms are (Uŝm, U ŝm). In the following

analysis, we work on the utility space.

Instead of describing the actual renegotiation, we restrict attention to contracts

that are renegotiation-proof. A contract (Wŝm,W ŝm) is renegotiation-proof if the

principal will choose not to alter it at the renegotiation stage. For any information

event (ŝ, m) that induces investment, it minimizes the board’s expected compensation

cost (at Date 6) subject to the implementation effort constraint (ICŝm− a2) and the

interim IR constraint (IRŝm):

erk2
[
Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m]U ŝm + (1− Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m])Uŝm

]
≥ Uŝm (ICŝm − a2)

erk2
[
Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m]U ŝm + (1− Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m])Uŝm

]
≥ EU I(ŝ, m) (IRŝm)

where EU I(ŝ, m) is the CEO’s expected interim utility according to the initial

contract. The board proposes the revised contract with the belief that the CEO has

exerted evaluation effort and truthfully reported his information.8 That is, Pr[θ =

1|ŝ, m] ≡ Pr[θ = 1|s,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = s]. The implementation effort constraint (ICŝm−

a2) ensures the CEO exerts implementation effort, and the interim IR constraint

(IRŝm) ensures the CEO is no worse off than under the initial compensation contract.9

Now the interim optimization problem is equivalent to a single-period moral haz-

ard problem. Both the implementation effort constraint (ICŝm− a2) and the interim

IR constraint (IRŝm) have to be binding. That implies

U ŝm =

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

)
Uŝm. (2)

7Note that W ŝm is relevant only if the investment is undertaken upon (ŝ,m).
8Due to limited commitment, the Revelation Principle does not apply in our model (Arya, Glover

and Sunder [1998]). The reason we focus on truth-telling equilibrium here is that such equilibrium

is the one the board wants to induce when investment scale X is sufficiently large.
9Note that the board proposes the revised contract only based on the on-equilibrium belief. To

avoid being revealed as the deviating type, the CEO (even off-equilibrium path) will always accept

the revised contract.
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Converting to the wage space, we get

W ŝm −Wŝm = −1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

)
≡ Qŝm. (3)

Where Qŝm denotes the bonus for success. Qŝm is set just high enough to motivate

the CEO (on the equilibrium path) to take the implementation effort. Note that the

higher the anticipated project quality Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m], the lower the required bonus

Qŝm.

For later use, let’s calculate the anticipated project quality Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]:

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,m = H] = Pr[θ = 1|s = G,m = H, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] =
1

1 + (0.5−i)(0.5−iB)
(0.5+i)(0.5+iB)

,

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,m = H] = Pr[θ = 1|s = B,m = H, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] =
1

1 + (0.5+i)(0.5−iB)
(0.5−i)(0.5+iB)

,

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,m = L] = Pr[θ = 1|s = G,m = L, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] =
1

1 + (0.5−i)(0.5+iB)
(0.5+i)(0.5−iB)

,

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,m = L] = Pr[θ = 1|s = B,m = L, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] =
1

1 + (0.5+i)(0.5+iB)
(0.5−i)(0.5−iB)

.

(4)

3.2 The Ex-Post Optimal Investment Decision at Date 5

At Date 5, the board makes the investment decision based on its information set

(ŝ, m). The objective is to maximize the expected firm value (at Date 5), which, by

(1), is the expected NPV of the project net of the expected wage. Denoted by EWŝm

the expected wage the board anticipates to pay the CEO when the signal/report

combination is (ŝ, m):

EWŝm = Wŝm + d · Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]
(
W ŝm −Wŝm

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qŝm

(5)

The expected wage includes a base salary Wŝm and an expected bonus. Only when the

project is invested (d = 1) and succeeds (with anticipated probability Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]),

the board pays out the bonus Qŝm.
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Denote by d∗ŝm the optimal investment decision at Date 5. Then, by (1) and (5),

d∗ŝm ∈ argmax
d∈{0,1}

d · (Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]X − I)− EWŝm

= d · [Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] (X −Qŝm)− I]−Wŝm (6)

The optimal investment decision d∗ŝm is summarized by the following Proposition.

Proposition 1 There exist δ1 > 0 and δ2 > 0 such that

• If iB < i− δ1, then d∗Gm = 1 and d∗Bm = 0 for m ∈ {H,L}. That is, the optimal

investment decision is fully determined by the CEO’s report ŝ ∈ {G,B}.

• If i − δ1 ≤ iB ≤ i + δ2, then d∗GH = 1 and d∗ŝm = 0 for all other (ŝ, m)

combinations. That is, the investment is undertaken if and only if both ŝ and

m are favorable.

• If iB > i + δ2, then d∗ŝH = 1 and d∗ŝL = 0 for ŝ ∈ {G,B}. That is, the optimal

investment decision is fully determined by the board’s signal m.

If the CEO’s report and the board’s signal are consistent with each other, then

the optimal investment decision is straightforward: to invest if both parties think

favorably about the project and to forgo investment if both parties consider the

project to be bad. If the two parties’ signals are contradictory, the optimal investment

decision in general goes with the signal with significantly higher precision. If the

precision of the two contradictory signals is very similar (iB ∈ [i − δ1, i + δ2]), the

optimal investment decision is to forgo investment. The reason is that, if the CEO and

the board have similar precision yet have contradicting signals, the posterior project

quality is “close to” the prior, 0.5, which is the indifference point of investment before

considering implementation cost. Considering that the implementation effort has to

be motivated in order to generate cash flow, the expected NPV of the project is too

small to cover such compensation cost, rendering the project to be optimally forgone.
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3.3 The Board’s Optimization Problem at Date 1

At Date 1, the board designs the CEO’s compensation contract to maximize firm

value, denoted by FV , subject to the constraints that ensure the CEO not to devi-

ate from the equilibrium actions — evaluating the project, truthfully reporting, and

implementing the project when invested. Renegotiation-proofness, i.e., the binding

implementation effort constraint (ICŝm − a2), ensures that the CEO (on the equilib-

rium path) does not deviate at the implementation stage. It remains to ensure that

the CEO exerts evaluation effort and reports his information truthfully.

Firm value is the expected NPV of the project net of the expected compensation

cost (at Date 1), and can be computed as follows:10

FV ≡

 ∑
ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m] · d∗ŝm · {Pr[θ = 1|s,m]X − I}

− CC.
With probability Pr[s,m], the event (s,m) occurs. In this case, the project will

succeed (generating cash flow X) with probability Pr[θ = 1 | s,m] if the investment

is undertaken (i.e., d∗ŝm = 1). If the investment is forgone, the cash flow is zero. CC

represents the ex-ante (total) expected compensation cost:

CC =
∑

ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m] · EWŝm

=
∑

ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m] ·Wŝm︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCa1

+
∑

ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m] · d∗ŝm · Pr[θ = 1|s,m] ·Qŝm︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCa2

Specifically, we denote CCa1 as the expected compensation cost to motivate first-stage

evaluation effort, and CCa2 as the expected compensation cost to motivate second-

stage implementation effort. By the binding implementation effort constraint (3),

the bonus for project success Qŝm is independent of Wŝm. That is, as a result of the

renegotiation-proofness, the CEO’s two effort problems can be separated. Neither the

10With a slight abuse of notation, we use Pr[s,m] = Pr[s,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] to represent the

probability of (s,m) on the equilibrium path. Similarly, we use Pr[θ = 1|s,m] to represent the

posterior probability of θ = 1 on the equilibrium path, which equals Pr[θ = 1|s,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = s].
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expected NPV nor the compensation cost to motivate second-stage implementation

effort (CCa2) are affected by Wŝm. Therefore, the board’s optimization problem at

Date 1 amounts to choosing Wŝm to minimize CCa1 .

To formulate the constraints that ensure the CEO exerts evaluation effort and

reports his information truthfully, it is useful to write out the CEO’s Date-4 interim

payoff if he has taken effort a1, observed signal s, issued report ŝ and the board’s

signal is m, defined as D(a1, s, ŝ,m). Since the CEO has the option to choose whether

to take implementation effort at Date-7 if the investment is undertaken at Date-5,

the CEO’s Date-4 payoff D(a1, s, ŝ,m) may include an option value associated with

project implementation, denoted by O(a1, s, ŝ,m).

D(a1, s, ŝ,m) = Uŝm + d∗ŝm ·O(a1, s, ŝ,m). (7)

If no investment is undertaken (d∗ŝm = 0), the CEO does not have the option to

choose implementation effort, hence the CEO simply receives Uŝm. If the invest-

ment is undertaken (d∗ŝm = 1), the CEO has the option to choose whether to exert

implementation effort, and the option value is

O(a1, s, ŝ,m) = max{0, erk2
(
Pr[θ = 1 | s,m, a1, ŝ]U ŝm + Pr[θ = 0 | s,m, a1, ŝ]Uŝm

)
− Uŝm}.

To understand how the option value is computed, note that in case the CEO chooses

not to exert implementation effort, the project for sure is a failure and he receives Uŝm.

That is, the option value associated with project implementation is zero. If the CEO

chooses to exert implementation effort, then with probability Pr[θ = 1 | s,m, a1, ŝ]

(Pr[θ = 0 | s,m, a1, ŝ]), the project will succeed (fail), and the CEO receives U ŝm

(Uŝm). The CEO’s option value in this case is

erk2
(
Pr[θ = 1 | s,m, a1, ŝ]U ŝm + Pr[θ = 0 | s,m, a1, ŝ]Uŝm

)
− Uŝm.

Now we are ready to state the constraints. The truthtelling constraint (TTs)

ensures that the CEO reports truthfully after he exerts evaluation effort and observes
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signal s : ∑
m∈{H,L}

Pr[m|s, a1 = 1, ŝ = s] ·D(a1 = 1, s, ŝ = s,m)

≥
∑

m∈{H,L}

Pr[m|s, a1 = 1, ŝ 6= s]︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1

2

·D(a1 = 1, s, ŝ 6= s,m) (TTs)

To understand the truthtelling constraint, note that the CEO reports before the

board’s signal is generated. That’s why we need to take expectation over the board’s

signal m. The right hand side represents the CEO’s off-equilibrium payoff when he

misreports ŝ 6= s, in which case the board observes H or L with equal probability 1
2

since her signal is pure noise.

The incentive compatible constraint (IC − a1) ensures that the CEO chooses to

exert evaluation effort. If the CEO chooses not to evaluate the project, then he may

simply report G or B. In that case, the board’s signal is uninformative. That is,

the board will observe m = H,L each with probability 1
2
. Given that the CEO also

observes s = G,B each with probability 1
2
, the probability of event (s,m) occurring

is 1
4
. The right hand side again presents the CEO’s off-equilibrium payoff when he

fails to evaluate the project (a1 = 0) and simply reports (i) G or (ii) B.

erk1

 ∑
ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m, ŝ = s|a1 = 1] ·D(a1 = 1, s, ŝ = s,m)


≥max


∑

s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m|a1 = 0, ŝ = G]︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1

4

·D(a1 = 0, s, ŝ = G,m),

∑
s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m|a1 = 0, ŝ = B]︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1

4

·D(a1 = 0, s, ŝ = B,m)

 (IC − a1)

To simplify the above constraint, note that:

Lemma 1 The CEO’s Date-4 interim payoff D(a1, s, ŝ,m) = Uŝm if one of the fol-

lowing scenarios occurs:

(i) Both the CEO’s report and the board’s signal are unfavorable, i.e., ŝ = B and

m = L;
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(ii) On equilibrium path, i.e., a1 = 1 and ŝ = s;

(iii) Off-equilibrium path where the CEO chooses a1 = 0;

(iv) Off-equilibrium path where the CEO inflates the report, i.e., s = B but ŝ = G.

According to (7), the CEO’s Date-4 interim payoff D(a1, s, ŝ,m) deviates from

Uŝm only when the CEO faces a non-zero option value associated with project im-

plementation. In scenario (i), both the CEO’s report and the board’s signal are

unfavorable, which leads to no investment according to Proposition 1. In this case,

the CEO simply has no option to choose implementation effort at Date-7. In scenario

(ii), on the equilibrium path the CEO is indifferent between shirking and exerting

implementation effort, therefore the option value associated with project implemen-

tation is zero. To see this, recall that the board proposes the revised contract based

on the on-equilibrium project quality and is set to make the CEO indifferent between

shirking and exerting implementation effort.

In scenario (iii) and (iv), after either type of deviation, even if the investment

is induced, the CEO chooses to shirk on implementation at Date-7 and hence the

option value associated with project implementation is zero. To understand this,

recall that the bonus for success (Qŝm) is set to make the CEO indifferent between

shirking and exerting implementation effort, based on the board’s perceived project

quality Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m]. The higher the perceived project quality, the lower the bonus

offered. If (iii) the CEO fails to evaluate the project (the true project quality is just

the prior, 0.5); or (iv) he evaluates the project, observes signal B, but misreports

G (the true project quality in this case is 0.5 − i), the CEO’s private information

suggests that the true project quality is worse than the board’s perceived project

quality (which is always higher than 0.5 in case the investment is induced). He will

then choose to shirk on implementation because the expected bonus is not sufficient

to cover his implementation cost.11

11Technically speaking, these two types of deviation will lead to later deviation at the implemen-

tation stage.
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Lemma 1 suggests that the only scenario where the CEO’s Date-4 payoffD(a1, s, ŝ,m)

may include a positive option value is when the CEO has deviated at the reporting

stage by misreporting ŝ = B while the true signal is s = G. In this case, the CEO

could mislead the board to believe that the project quality is worse than the ac-

tual one, and therefore gets a higher bonus for implementing the project. Hence the

board’s optimization program at Date 1 is:

P : min
{Uŝm∈R}

CCa1

subject to

(0.5 + 2iBi)UGH + (0.5− 2iBi)UGL ≥ 0.5D(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H) + 0.5UBL

(TTG)

(0.5− 2iBi)UBH + (0.5 + 2iBi)UBL ≥ 0.5UGH + 0.5UGL (TTB)

EU ≥ max{0.5UGH + 0.5UGL, 0.5UBH + 0.5UBL} (IC − a1)

EU ≥ −er·0 = −1 (IR)

where

EU ≡ erk1
[∑

ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L} Pr[s,m, ŝ = s|a1 = 1]Uŝm

]
, and

D(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H) = UBH + d∗BH ·O(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H).

The solution to the optimization problem is denoted by U∗ŝm, which, converting to

the wage space, is W ∗
ŝm. As argued above, the only scenario where the CEO’s payoff

D(a1, s, ŝ,m) may be different from Uŝm occurs at the off-equilibrium path when the

CEO misreports his signal G (the right hand side of constraint (TTG)).

4 The Optimal CEO Contract

In this section, we characterize the CEO’s optimal renegotiation-proof contract. As

the board’s optimization program P suggests, the CEO’s off-equilibrium payoff when

he deflates his report (the right hand side of constraint (TTG)) is affected by the
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investment decision d∗BH , which is in turn affected by the level of board expertise.

Therefore, we consider the following two cases.

4.1 Low Board Expertise

If board expertise is low, i.e., iB ≤ i + δ2, then by Proposition 1, the investment is

forgone if the CEO report ŝ = B. The following proposition demonstrates how the

board’s project evaluation role helps provide the CEO’s evaluation effort incentive.

Proposition 2 If the board’s expertise is not too high, specifically, iB ≤ i+ δ2, then

the optimal contract is:

W ∗
GH = W ∗

BL = −1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk1

4iBi

)
> W ∗

BH = W ∗
GL = −1

r
Ln

(
1 +

1− e−rk1
4iBi

)
,

W
∗
ŝm = W ∗

ŝm −
1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

)
, for ŝ ∈ {G,B} and m ∈ {H,L},

where Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] takes the values given by (4).

The two reporting constraints (TTG) and (TTB) are slack.

Note that both the CEO and the board are evaluating the same project, there-

fore the two parties’ signals are naturally positively correlated. If the CEO carefully

evaluates the project, both his and the board’s signals are more informative. That

is, as demonstrated in Figure 2, both the correlation between s and θ, and the corre-

lation between m and θ are increased by a1. Consequently, the correlation between

s and m will also be increased by a1. Therefore, conformity of the board’s and the

CEO’s signals (recall that the CEO truthfully reveals his information in equilibrium)

is indicative of higher evaluation effort by the CEO and should lead to a higher

compensation to the CEO. As illustrated in Figure 2, the alternative information

structure will also work: even if the board’s project evaluation is independent of

the CEO’s input (i.e., the correlation between m and θ is independent of a1), the

correlation between signals s and m still becomes stronger if the CEO has carefully

evaluated the project, because such effort increases the precision of the CEO’s own

signal.
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𝜃 

CEO’s	signal	s Board’s	signal	m 

(Increased	by	𝑎!) 

1. (+)		 2. (+)		

3. (+)		

(Info-Main:	Increased	by	𝑎!) 
(Info-Alt:	Independent	of	𝑎!) 

(Hence,	also	increased	by	𝑎!) 

Figure 2: Correlation between the two parties’ signals

Furthermore, in order to motivate the CEO to exert implementation effort, the

board needs to pay out a bonus for project success Qŝm ≡ W
∗
ŝm −W ∗

ŝm to the CEO.

Note that the CEO’s two tasks — evaluation effort and implementation effort — are

incentivized separately: implementation effort is motivated by referencing the project

outcome and evaluation effort is motivated by referencing the conformity of board

signal and CEO’s report. This separation is due to the board’s renegotiation with

the CEO after the first task is sunk.

In addition, because the CEO receives a higher wage if his report is consistent with

the board’s signal, he has incentives to truthfully report. By doing so he maximizes

the probability of his report being consistent with the board. That is, motivating

evaluation effort provides natural incentives for the CEO to disclose his findings

truthfully. On the other hand, the CEO who observes G may have incentives to

deflate his report to B because by doing so he can mislead the board to believe that

the project quality is not so good and thus will get a higher bonus for implementing

the project.12 Such deflating reporting incentive exists only if the investment is

anticipated to be undertaken: if the project is not invested, then there is no need for

the CEO to implement it. For low board expertise, iB ≤ i+ δ2, by Proposition 1, the

CEO’s favorable report is necessary to induce investment. This eliminates the CEO’s

12Technically, such deflating reporting incentive arises from the CEO’s option value associated

with project implementation.
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incentives to deflate his report because an unfavorable CEO report always leads to

no investment. Therefore, for iB ≤ i + δ2, the CEO only has natural incentives to

truthfully disclose his findings, and hence the CEO’s truthful reporting constraints

are slack.

4.2 High Board Expertise

If the board expertise is sufficiently high so that an unfavorable CEO report may still

lead to investment, i.e., d∗BH = 1, then the CEO has incentives to deflate his report

to B. The following proposition examines the optimal contract in this scenario:

Proposition 3 If the board’s expertise is high, specifically, iB > i + δ2, then there

exists

Z ≡ 1− e−rk1

1 + 1−e−rk1

4iBi

− 0.5(erk2 − 1) ·max

{
(0.5 + i)

(
1 +

(0.5 + i)(0.5− iB)

(0.5− i)(0.5 + iB)

)
− 1, 0

}
such that

• If Z ≥ 0, the CEO’s truthful reporting constraints (TTG) and (TTB) are slack,

and the optimal contract is the same as characterized in Proposition 2.

• If Z < 0, the CEO’s truthful reporting constraint upon observing G signal,

(TTG), is binding.

If the board’s expertise is high, iB > i + δ2, by Proposition 1, investment is

undertaken upon (B,H). Then the CEO with signal G has countervailing reporting

incentives: (a) the CEO has natural incentives to truthfully report because by doing

so he maximizes the probability of issuing a consistent report with the board; (b) the

CEO has incentives to deflate his report to B in order to receive a larger bonus at the

project implementation stage. If the truthful reporting force dominates, i.e., Z ≥ 0,

the CEO’s truthful reporting constraint (TTG) will be slack. If the misreporting force

dominates, i.e., Z < 0, Constraint (TTG) will have to be binding.

The following corollary examines under what circumstances the CEO’s truthful

reporting constraint (TTG) is more likely to be slack.
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Corollary 1 ∂Z
∂k1
≥ 0 and ∂Z

∂k2
≤ 0.

The CEO’s truthful reporting constraint (TTG) is more likely to be slack if (i)

the CEO’s first-stage evaluation effort cost k1 is larger; or (ii) the CEO’s second-

stage evaluation effort cost k2 is smaller. Intuitively, with higher evaluation cost k1,

evaluation effort is more difficult to motivate, demanding a larger payment differ-

ence between consistent and inconsistent reports. That provides stronger truthful

reporting incentive and relaxes the constraint (TTG). On the other hand, the CEO’s

misreporting incentive is weaker for smaller implementation effort cost k2 because

smaller k2 leads to lower bonus for project success, which reduces the CEO’s benefit

from misreporting.

Our result demonstrates a potential downside of high board expertise. If board

expertise is high enough to determine the investment decision, it creates incentives

for the CEO to deflate his report of the project quality.

5 The Effect of Board Expertise

In this section, we examine the effect of board expertise on CEO incentives and firm

value. While it is clear that the CEO’s incentive to evaluate the project is always

enhanced by facing a board that is more capable to assess the project,13 the impact

of board expertise on the CEO’s implementation incentive is mixed.

Lemma 2 The effect of board expertise on the CEO’s implementation effort incen-

tives depends on whether the board’s information can influence the investment deci-

sion. Specifically,

(i) If iB < i − δ1, i.e., the investment decision depends solely on the CEO’s re-

port, board expertise negatively affects the CEO’s implementation incentives:

∂CCa2

∂iB
> 0;

13The board with higher expertise provides information more strongly correlated with the CEO’s

report if the CEO has carefully evaluates the project. That is, it is easier for the board to infer

whether the evaluation effort has been taken.
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(ii) If iB > i+δ2, i.e., the investment decision depends solely on the board’s informa-

tion, board expertise positively affects the CEO’s implementation incentives:

∂CCa2

∂iB
< 0.

Only if board expertise is high enough to influence the investment decision, can it

have a positive impact on the CEO’s implementation incentives. If the board fails to

influence the investment decision, which occurs when iB < i− δ1, its expertise actu-

ally hurts the CEO’s incentives to implement the project. In this case the investment

decision is solely triggered by the CEO reporting G. Board information therefore

does not affect the average (invested) project quality (which is always Pr[θ = 1|G]),

but only makes the board’s perceived project quality and thereby the CEO’s com-

pensation more volatile. Higher iB increases such compensation volatility, therefore

leads to a higher compensation cost demanded by a risk-averse CEO. This intuition

is related to the literature demonstrating that a coarser information system can serve

as a commitment device when the principal cannot commit to not use information

in a sequential rationally manner (Creme [1995], Arya, Glover, and Sivaramakrish-

nan[1997], Arya. et. al [2000] among others).

For the opposite case where the investment decision is solely based on board

signal, i.e., iB > i + δ2, the result is reversed. In this case, higher board expertise

not only improves the average (invested) project quality (Pr[θ = 1|H]), but also

reduces the volatility of the board’s perceived project quality and thereby the CEO’s

compensation. (Specifically, the project quality difference between the two investing

states, Pr[θ = 1|G,H] and Pr[θ = 1|B,H], decreases in iB.) Both forces make it

easier to motivate the risk-averse CEO to implement the project.

How does board expertise affect firm value? Presumably, the board with higher

expertise can help the firm set better strategies and/or make better decisions, there-

fore should improve firm value. However this is not always the case. When board

expertise is not high enough to influence the investment decision, it may actually

hurt firm value.
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Proposition 4 Suppose k1 is sufficiently small. Board expertise decreases firm value

when iB < i− δ1.

If board expertise is not high enough to influence the investment decision, its

impact on firm value is mainly through the effect on CEO incentives. Although

board expertise increases the CEO’s incentives to evaluate the project, its impact

on the CEO’s incentives to implement the project is negative (if the board fails to

influence the investment decision), as we argued in Lemma 2. Therefore for firms who

frequently encounter projects that require relatively easier first-stage investigation but

costly second-stage implementation, board expertise will decrease firm value.

In a related study, Levit [2012] also shows that board expertise may decrease firm

value, but through different mechanism. Specifically, in Levit [2012], higher board

expertise hurts the CEO’s information acquisition effort, thereby decreases firm value.

In our paper, board expertise actually improves the CEO’s information acquisition

effort, but makes the motivation of the second-stage implementation effort harder.

When the motivation of implementation effort is more important, the overall effect

of board expertise on firm value is negative.

6 Alternative Information Structure

In our main analysis, we assume that the precision of the board’s signal depends on

the board’s expertise iB, the CEO’s evaluation effort a1, and the CEO’s reporting

behavior, as in (Info−Main). To demonstrate that our main results are not driven

by this assumption, we study alternative information structure in this section.

One alternative is to assume that the precision of the board’s signal is solely

determined by the board’s expertise iB. The idea is that the board evaluates the

project independently, hence the board’s precision is not affected by whether the

CEO has carefully evaluated the project and/or truthfully reported his findings. As

we will prove in the Appendix, all the main results hold here except for Proposition

3, when the board’s expertise is high enough such that the investment decision is
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fully determined by the board’s information. In that case, the CEO’s role reduces

to implementing the project alone, hence there is no need to motivate the CEO to

evaluate the project. Furthermore, since the CEO is uninformed if not evaluate the

project, the board will ignore the CEO’s report when compensating the CEO for his

implementation effort.14 The results can be summarized as follows:

Proposition 5 (Alternative Information Structure) Suppose the precision of

the board’s signal depends solely on its expertise, that is,

Pr[m = H|θ = 1, s, ŝ] = Pr[m = L|θ = 0, s, ŝ] = 0.5 + iB. (Info− Alt)

Then:

(1) The optimal investment decision is the same as characterized in Proposition 1.

(2) For iB ≤ i+δ2, the optimal contract is the same as characterized in Proposition

2. The two reporting constraints are slack.

(3) For iB > i+ δ2, the investment is undertaken if and only if the board’s signal is

H. There is no need to motivate the CEO’s evaluation effort. And the optimal

contract is:

W ∗
GH = W ∗

BL = W ∗
BH = W ∗

GL = 0,

W
∗
ŝH = −1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|H]

)
= −1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

0.5 + iB

)
, for ŝ ∈ {G,B}.

14The important assumption here is that the CEO is completely uninformed if he doesn’t evaluate

the project. If we assume instead that the CEO is endowed with some information about the

project, then to ensure that the CEO exerts the implementation effort, the board has to tailor the

compensation contract to the CEO’s private information. Then the CEO will have incentives to

deflate his report in order to boost his compensation. To discourage the CEO’s deflating reporting

incentives, the board will need to reward the CEO for reporting G. That is, the CEO’s truth-telling

constraint (TTG) has to be binding.
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7 Conclusion

Boards of directors have become more active in influencing firms’ courses of actions.

We investigate how board expertise affects executive incentives and firm value in a

project investment setting. To achieve a higher probability of a success, the CEO

engages in a sequence of tasks: firstly expends effort to evaluate a potential project,

then reports his assessment of the project to the board, and finally expends effort

to implement the project. We show that high board expertise helps motivate the

CEO to exert evaluation effort, but may inadvertently create incentives for the CEO

to under-report his assessment and may weaken the CEO’s incentives in project

implementation. Higher board expertise can either improve or hurt firm value.

To focus on the main trade-offs, we silent some features for boards of directors.

For example, we focus on the CEO’s strategic reporting behavior but assume the

board is always truthful. There are studies that focus on the board’s incentives in

communicating its information to the CEO but assume the CEO always truthfully

discloses his information (e.g., Adams and Ferreira 2007). The interplay between the

two parties’ strategic reporting behavior will be interesting to explore. Another inter-

esting feature for boards of directors is that there are committees in charge of different

functions: executive compensation, project review, etc. How information (relevant

for decision making or for performance evaluation) is transmitted and utilized among

different committees is another fruitful venue to explore.
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Appendix: Proofs of the Main Results

Proof of Proposition 1

The board’s optimization program at Date 5 is:

d∗ŝm ∈ argmax
d∈{0,1}

d · [Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] (X −Qŝm)− I]−Wŝm

The solution is:

d∗ŝm = 1 if and only if Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] (X −Qŝm)− I > 0.

We first argue that d(Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m](X−Qŝm)−I)
d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]

> 0. For that purpose, we need prove

the following lemma.

Lemma 3 d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]Qŝm

d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]
< 0.

Proof: Note that

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]Qŝm = Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

[
−1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

)]

= −1

r

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

)
+ (1− Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m])Ln(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Φ


The term inside the brace, Φ, can be interpreted as the expected utility of a risk-averse

individual with utility function Ln(·) who is facing a lottery1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]
with probability Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

1 with probability 1− Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]

The mean of the lottery is e−rk2 . At the same time, as Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] increases,

the spread becomes smaller. The risk-averse individual always prefer the lottery with

the smaller spread. Therefore, d Φ
d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]

> 0. Hence d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]Qŝm

d Pr[θ=1|ŝ,m]
< 0.

By Lemma 3,

d (Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] (X −Qŝm)− I)

d Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]
= X − d Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]Qŝm

d Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m]
> 0.
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Define pc as

pc
(
X +

1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

pc

))
− I = 0. (8)

Therefore,

d∗ŝm =

 1 if Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] > pc

0 if Pr[θ = 1|ŝ, m] ≤ pc

Because X = 2I, it is clear that pc > 1
2
.

Next, as (4) has shown:

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,m = H] =
1

1 + (0.5−i)(0.5−iB)
(0.5+i)(0.5+iB)

, is increasing in iB

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,m = H] =
1

1 + (0.5+i)(0.5−iB)
(0.5−i)(0.5+iB)

, is increasing in iB

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,m = L] =
1

1 + (0.5−i)(0.5+iB)
(0.5+i)(0.5−iB)

, is decreasing in iB

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,m = L] =
1

1 + (0.5+i)(0.5+iB)
(0.5−i)(0.5−iB)

, is decreasing in iB

If iB < i, the ranking of the posteriors is:

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H] > Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L] >
1

2
> Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H] > Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,L].

Define δ1 such that for iB = i−δ1, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L] = pc. Since Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L]

is decreasing in iB, then for iB < i − δ1, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L] > pc. As a result,

d∗GH = d∗GL = 1 and d∗BH = d∗BL = 0. For iB ≥ i − δ1, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L] ≤ pc, and

therefore d∗GL = d∗BH = d∗BL = 0.

If iB > i, the ranking of the posteriors is:

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H] > Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H] >
1

2
> Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L] > Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,L].

Define δ2 such that for iB = i+δ2, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H] = pc. Since Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]

is increasing in iB, then for iB > i + δ2, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H] > pc. As a result,

d∗GH = d∗BH = 1 and d∗GL = d∗BL = 0. For iB ≤ i + δ2, Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H] ≤ pc, and

therefore d∗BH = d∗GL = d∗BL = 0.
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Specifically, δ1 and δ2 are determined, respectively, by

1

1 + (0.5−i)(0.5+i−δ1)
(0.5+i)(0.5−i+δ1)

= pc, (9)

1

1 + (0.5+i)(0.5−i−δ2)
(0.5−i)(0.5+i+δ2)

= pc. (10)

Proof of Proposition 2

If iB ≤ i+ δ2, then by Proposition 1, no investment is undertaken upon (B,H), i.e.,

d∗BH = 0. Therefore, D(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H) = UBH . The optimization program

Pd∗BH=0 is thus

min
{Uŝm∈R}

CCa1 = (0.25 + iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[G,H]=Pr[B,L]

(WGH +WBL) + (0.25− iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[B,H]=Pr[G,L]

(WBH +WGL)

subject to

(0.5 + 2iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[H|s=G,a1=1,ŝ=G]

UGH + (0.5− 2iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[L|s=G,a1=1,ŝ=G]

UGL ≥ 0.5UBH + 0.5UBL (TTG)

(0.5− 2iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[H|s=B,a1=1,ŝ=B]

UBH + (0.5 + 2iBi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[L|s=B,a1=1,ŝ=B]

UBL ≥ 0.5UGH + 0.5UGL (TTB)

EU ≥ 0.5UGH + 0.5UGL (IC − a1 − 1)

EU ≥ 0.5UBH + 0.5UBL (IC − a1 − 2)

EU ≥ −er·0 = −1 (IR)

where EU = erk1 [(0.25 + iBi)(UGH + UBL) + (0.25− iBi)(UBH + UGL)] .

First, we argue that the solution to program Pd∗BH=0 is the same as that to the

following program P ′:

min
{Uŝm∈R}

CCa1 = (0.25 + iBi) [Φ(UGH) + Φ(UBL)] + (0.25− iBi) [Φ(UBH) + Φ(UGL)]

subject to
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(0.5 + 2iBi) (UGH + UBL) + (0.5− 2iBi) (UGL + UBH) ≥ 0.5 (UBH + UBL + UGL + UGH)

(TT )

EU ≥ 0.25 (UBH + UBL + UGL + UGH) (IC ′ − a1)

EU ≥ −er·0 = −1 (IR)

Where the constraint (TT ) derives from (TTG) + (TTB), and (IC ′− a1) derives from

(IC − a1 − 1) + (IC − a1 − 2). Clearly, the constraints in program P ′ is more relax

than the constraints in the original program Pd∗BH=0.

A close observation of program P ′ suggests that the optimal solution must entail

that UGH = UBL and UBH = UGL. The reason is that the program is symmetric in

terms of UGH and UBL: if we switch UGH and UBL, the program is exactly the same.

Similarly, the program is also symmetric between UGL and UBH .

Given UGH = UBL and UBH = UGL, the constraint (TT ) is exactly the same as

(TTG) and (TTB), and the constraint (IC ′− a1) is exactly the same as (IC − a1− 1)

and (IC− a1− 2). Therefore, the solution to the relaxed program P ′ will also satisfy

the constraints in the original program Pd∗BH=0, and will be the solution to the original

program Pd∗BH=0.

Now, let’s solve for Program P ′. With UGH = UBL and UBH = UGL, and substi-

tuting EU , Program P ′ can be reduced to:

min
{Uŝm∈R}

CCa1 = (0.5 + 2iBi)Φ(UGH) + (0.5− 2iBi)Φ(UGL)

subject to

4iBi (UGH − UGL) ≥ 0 (TT )

erk1 [(0.5 + 2iBi)UGH + (0.5− 2iBi)UGL] ≥ 0.5 (UGL + UGH) (IC ′ − a1)

erk1 [(0.5 + 2iBi)UGH + (0.5− 2iBi)UGL] ≥ −er·0 = −1 (IR)

We first argue that the constraint (TT ) is always slack. Prove by contradiction.

Suppose (TT ) is binding, then UGH = UGL, which will violate constraint (IC ′ − a1).

Let µ and λ denote the Lagrangian Multipliers for evaluation effort constraints
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(IC ′ − a1) and (IR) constraint respectively. The first-order conditions are

Φ′(UGH) = µ[erk1 − 0.5

0.5 + 2iBi
] + λerk1

Φ′(UGL) = µ[erk1 − 0.5

0.5− 2iBi
] + λerk1

Clearly, µ > 0. Suppose not, instead µ = 0, then it follows that UGH = UGL,

which will violate constraint (IC ′ − a1).

At the same time, (IR) constraint is always binding. Suppose (IR) constraint is

slack, then the board can multiply all utility terms by e−rε. Then all the constraints

will continue to satisfy and the board can save wage cost by ε.

With the binding (IC ′ − a1) and (IR) constraints, we can solve for the choice

variables:

UGH = UBL = −1 +
1− e−rk1

4iBi

UBH = UGL = −1− 1− e−rk1
4iBi

.

Proof of Proposition 3

If iB > i+ δ2, then by Proposition 1, d∗BH = 1, and the CEO’s option value is

O(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H) ≡ max
{

0, erk2
[
(0.5 + i)UBH + (0.5− i)UBH

]
− UBH

}
= max

{
0, erk2

[
(0.5 + i)(e−rk2 − 1)

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]
+ 1

]
UBH − UBH

}
= max

{
0, (1− erk2)

[
0.5 + i

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]
− 1

]
UBH

}
= max

{
0,

0.5 + i

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]
− 1

}
(1− erk2)UBH .

The cost-minimizing program Pd∗BH=1 is thus similar to program Pd∗BH=0 in the proof

of Proposition 2, with the only difference being the (TTG) constraint. Specifically,

given O(a1 = 1, s = G, ŝ = B,H) ≥ 0, the (TTG) constraint in Pd∗BH=1 is harder to

satisfy than the (TTG) constraint in Pd∗BH=0.
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Suppose the (TTG) constraint in Pd∗BH=1 is slack, then the optimal solution of

program Pd∗BH=1 is the same as that of program Pd∗BH=0. Substituting the solution in

Proposition 2 to the current (TTG) constraint and rearranging the terms, the current

(TTG) constraint is reduced to

1− e−rk1 ≥ 0.5 max

{
0,

0.5 + i

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]
− 1

}
(erk2 − 1)

(
1 +

1− e−rk1
4iBi

)
. (11)

Therefore, if Z ≡ 1−e−rk1

1+ 1−e−rk1
4iBi

− 0.5(erk2 − 1) ·max
{

0, 0.5+i
Pr[θ=1|ŝ=B,H]

− 1
}
≥ 0, the (TTG)

constraint is indeed slack, and the optimal solution of program Pd∗BH=1 is the same

as characterized in Proposition 2.

On the other hand, if Z < 0, then the (TTG) constraint in program Pd∗BH=1 must

be binding. Prove by contradiction. Suppose the (TTG) constraint is instead slack,

then the optimal solution is the same as characterized in Proposition 2, and the

(TTG) constraint can be reduced to (11). If Z < 0, the (TTG) constraint is violated.

A contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 2

Part (i): When iB < i− δ1, the optimal investment policy depends solely on the CEO’s

report, hence

CCa2(iB < i− δ1) = 0.5(0.5 + i)(0.5 + iB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[θ=1,s=G,H]

[
−1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H]

)]

+ 0.5(0.5 + i)(0.5− iB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[θ=1,s=G,L]

[
−1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L]

)]

= −1

r
0.5(0.5 + i)

{
(0.5 + iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H]

)
+ (0.5− iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L]

)}
The term inside the brace

Ω ≡ (0.5 + iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H]

)
+ (0.5− iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,L]

)
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is the expected utility of a risk-averse individual with utility function Ln(·) who

is facing the following lottery:1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,H]
with probability 0.5 + iB

1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,L]
with probability 0.5− iB

The mean of the lottery is 1− 1−e−rk2

0.5+i
, which is independent of iB. At the same

time, as iB increases, the spread, 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,L]
− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,H]
, becomes larger.

That is, as iB increases, the lottery becomes a Mean-Preserving-Spread of the

original lottery. Therefore, Ω is decreasing in iB, which leads to
∂CCa2 (iB<i−δ1)

∂iB
>

0.

Part (ii): When iB > i+ δ2, the optimal investment policy depends solely on the board’s

information, hence

CCa2(iB > i+ δ2) = 0.5(0.5 + i)(0.5 + iB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[θ=1,s=G,H]

[
−1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H]

)]

+ 0.5(0.5− i)(0.5 + iB)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pr[θ=1,s=B,H]

[
−1

r
Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]

)]

= − 1

2r

{
(0.5 + i)(0.5 + iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = G,H]

)
+ (0.5− i)(0.5 + iB)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk2

Pr[θ = 1|ŝ = B,H]

)
+ (0.5− iB)Ln(1)

}
The term inside the brace is the expected utility of a risk-averse individual with

utility function Ln(·) who is facing the following lottery:
1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,H]
with probability (0.5 + i)(0.5 + iB)

1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=B,H]
with probability (0.5− i)(0.5 + iB)

1 with probability 0.5− iB

It is readily to verify that the mean of the above lottery is e−rk2 , independent

of iB. Furthermore, as iB increases, both 1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,H]
and 1− 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=B,H]

move towards 1. At the same time, the distant between the two, 1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=B,H]
−
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1−e−rk2

Pr[θ=1|ŝ=G,H]
, is also decreasing in iB. That is, as iB increases, the three mass

points get closer to each other. Therefore, a risk-averse individual always prefers

the lottery with a higher iB, which implies
∂CCa2 (iB>i+δ2)

∂iB
< 0.

Proof of Proposition 4

If iB < i − δ1, then by Proposition 1, d∗Gm = 1 and d∗Bm = 0 for m ∈ {H,L}.

Therefore,

FV ≡

 ∑
ŝ=s∈{G,B},m∈{H,L}

Pr[s,m] · d∗ŝm · {Pr[θ = 1|s,m]X − I}

− CC
= 0.5 [(0.5 + i)X − I]− CCa1 − CCa2 .

By Proposition 2,

CCa1 = −1

r

{
(0.5 + 2iBi)Ln

(
1− 1− e−rk1

4iBi

)
+ (0.5− 2iBi)Ln

(
1 +

1− e−rk1
4iBi

)}
.

Taking derivative with respect to iB, we get

d CCa1
d iB

= −1

r

{
2iLn

(
1− 1− e−rk1

4iBi

)
− 2iLn

(
1 +

1− e−rk1
4iBi

)}

−1

r

(0.5 + 2iBi)

1−e−rk1

4ii2B

1− 1−e−rk1

4iBi

− (0.5− 2iBi)

1−e−rk1

4ii2B

1 + 1−e−rk1

4iBi

 .

It is straightforward that

lim
k1→0

d CCa1
d iB

= 0.

Therefore, for k1 → 0,

d FV (iB < i− δ1)

d iB
= −d CCa2(iB < i− δ1)

d iB
< 0.
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Proof of Proposition 5

Comparing

Pr[m = H|θ = 1, s, ŝ] = Pr[m = L|θ = 0, s, ŝ] = 0.5 + iB, (Info− Alt)

with

Pr[m = H|θ = 1, s, ŝ] = Pr[m = L|θ = 0, s, ŝ] = 0.5 + iB · 1ŝ=s · a1, (Info−Main)

it is clear that on the equilibrium path (i.e., the CEO evaluates the project and

truthfully reports), the precision of the board’s signal is the same across the two

assumptions. Therefore, the players’ on-equilibrium-path payoffs under (Info−Alt)

is the same as those under (Info−Main) .

Part (1): we first argue that the optimal investment decision under (Info−Alt)

is the same as that under (Info−Main). The reason is that the optimal investment

decision is calculated based on Pr[θ = 1 | ŝ, m] = Pr[θ = 1 | s,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = s],

which is the same across the two assumptions (Info− Alt) and (Info−Main).

Part (2): If iB ≤ i+δ2, then by Proposition 1, d∗Bm = 0 for m ∈ {H,L}. Therefore,

D(a1, s, ŝ = B,m) = UBm. Furthermore, under (Info − Alt), it is readily verified

that

Pr[θ = 1|s = B,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = G] < Pr[θ = 1|s = G,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = G],

Pr[θ = 1|s,m, a1 = 0, ŝ = G] < Pr[θ = 1|s = G,m, a1 = 1, ŝ = G].

Therefore, O(a1 = 1, s = B, ŝ = G,m) = O(a1 = 0, s, ŝ = G,m) = 0 for m ∈ {H,L}.

For the probability terms, note that under (Info − Alt), the precision of the

board’s signal is independent of the CEO’s report ŝ, therefore,

Pr[H|s = G, a1 = 1, ŝ] = Pr[L|s = B, a1 = 1, ŝ] = 0.5 + 2iBi, for ŝ ∈ {G,B},

P r[L|s = G, a1 = 1, ŝ] = Pr[H|s = B, a1 = 1, ŝ] = 0.5− 2iBi, for ŝ ∈ {G,B},∑
s∈{G,B}

Pr[s,m|a1 = 0, ŝ] = Pr[m|a1 = 0, ŝ] = 0.5, for ŝ ∈ {G,B} and m ∈ {H,L}.
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Hence, the board’s optimization program under (Info− Alt) is

min
{Uŝm∈R}

CCa1 = (0.25 + iBi) [Φ(UGH) + Φ(UBL)] + (0.25− iBi) [Φ(UBH) + Φ(UGL)]

subject to

(0.5 + 2iBi)UGH + (0.5− 2iBi)UGL ≥ (0.5 + 2iBi)UBH + (0.5− 2iBi)UBL

(TTG)

(0.5− 2iBi)UBH + (0.5 + 2iBi)UBL ≥ (0.5− 2iBi)UGH + (0.5 + 2iBi)UGL

(TTB)

EU ≥ 0.5UGH + 0.5UGL (IC − a1 − 1)

EU ≥ 0.5UBH + 0.5UBL (IC − a1 − 2)

EU ≥ −er·0 = −1 (IR)

where EU = erk1 [(0.25 + iBi)(UGH + UBL) + (0.25− iBi)(UBH + UGL)] .

Following the same proof strategies as in the proof of Proposition 2, we can show

that the solution to the board’s optimization program under (Info−Alt) is exactly

the same as the solution to Pd∗BH=0 in the proof of Proposition 2.

Part (3): If iB > i + δ2, the investment is undertaken if the board’s signal is

H, independent of the CEO’s signal. Then there is no need to motivate the CEO’s

evaluation effort. Furthermore, we assume that the CEO is uninformed if not evaluate

the project, therefore

Pr[θ = 1|s = G,H, a1 = 0] = Pr[θ = 1|s = B,H, a1 = 0] = Pr[θ = 1|H] = 0.5 + iB.

Hence, the board will compensate the CEO for his implementation effort based on

Pr[θ = 1|H].
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